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Abstract
The question who is the subject of the right to prenatal diagnosis may be answered in four ways: the parents, the child, society, or no one. This article investigates the philosophical issues involved in each of these answers, which touch upon the conditions of personal identity, the principle of privacy, the scope of social responsibility, and the debate about impersonalism in ethics.

Prenatal diagnosis: parental v paternal perspectives
Philosophers are often invited to contribute their analytical skills to the public discussion of normative dilemmas in medical practice. Their input typically consists of the application of general abstract principles to concrete cases, that is, the examination of new practical problems in the light of well-established theoretical concepts and principles. Thus, we apply the principles of autonomy or non-maleficence, professional responsibility or social utility, to problematic cases in ever-changing medical practice. However, the encounter of philosophy with medical ethics does not always have this uni-directional nature. Some of the most pressing issues that arise in modern medicine do not merely call for philosophical illumination but equally challenge conventional philosophical wisdom. Thus, the traditional concept of death is exposed to philosophical re-consideration by the medical definition of brain-death; pregnancy in a surrogate woman questions our firm concept of motherhood, as cloning will probably question our deepest convictions about parenthood in general; modern, long-term medical experimentation introduces a new philosophical dimension regarding the use of present people for the benefit of future generations. But the deepest challenge to philosophical theory comes from the new technologies in human reproduction and genetic intervention. These involve radical changes in the theory of value, in the criteria of personal identity, and indeed in the delineation of the scope of moral principles in general.

Prenatal diagnosis is an issue in which medical concern and philosophical deliberation can enrich each other in a bi-directional relation. The questions it raises relate not only to the application of the rights of fetuses, the duties of parents and doctors, and the interests of society, but no less to the very applicability of these concepts. Medical practitioners would usually direct their interest to the former, and philosophers to the latter; but the distinction is somewhat artificial, particularly in the context of interdisciplinary exchange. The focus of this article is the concept of right, which is the key moral concept in modern liberal discourse and the basis for assessing the ethical validity of medical practice. However, in the context of the creation of human beings, which is the background to the exercise of prenatal diagnosis, the application of the concept of right will be shown to encounter conceptual and moral obstacles.

By sheer linguistic coincidence the terms 'prenatal', 'parental', and 'paternal' are formed in the English language by different combinations of the same letters. This happenstance may be useful in distinguishing between two basic ethical perspectives on the question of prenatal diagnosis. The parental point of view takes the parents as either the subjects of the right or the guardians of the child who is the subject of the right. The paternal, or rather paternalistic, approach regards the issue of prenatal diagnosis as a matter of value which should be decided independently of the rights of the parents and children, that is to say, by appealing to an impersonal point of view. On the basis of this distinction the following discussion is divided into four sections, each constituting an answer to the question: 'Who is the subject of the right to prenatal diagnosis?':

1. The parents
2. The child
3. Society
4. No one

This taxonomy is of normative importance in forming practical guidelines for the procedure of
prenatal diagnosis. However, it is no less significant in highlighting the abstract philosophical problems of applying the language of rights to the issue at hand. The first three options assume the existence of a ‘subject’ to which rights can be ascribed; but of these only the first two are individual subjects; and of these two only the first is an actual, existing moral person. Thus, only the first option accords with the standard criteria for ascribing rights. The second raises the issue of the moral status of potential or possible human beings. The third raises the question of the status of collective entities. And the fourth casts doubt regarding the relevance of the notion of rights to the whole issue.

1. The standard model: parental rights

Living individual human beings are considered the standard carriers of rights. In the liberal tradition the rights of individuals have become one of the most powerful of moral arguments and their respect a basic moral and political imperative. In the sphere of medical therapy the traditional paternalistic approach has given way to the principle of autonomy or the right of the individual patient freely to choose the nature and scope of treatment. In many respects this model of relationship is of a ‘consumerist’ character: the patient is buying a service from the medical practitioner, and consequently has – within certain limits and constraints – the right to decide the kind of treatment. Prenatal diagnosis can thus be viewed as a kind of quality control in the process of production.

Now, beyond the well-known weaknesses of this consumerist model in the context of doctor-patient relationships, the problem is that unlike most other cases in medical practice, in prenatal diagnosis the buyers of the service are not the patients themselves. That is to say, though the parents are the natural candidates for the ascription of rights, they are not the direct objects of the medical procedure, namely the diagnosis. One immediate retort would be that though the parents of a fetus suspected of being affected with Down’s syndrome are not the ‘patient’, they can be naturally viewed as the patient’s guardians. And indeed they are often so regarded by both the law and the medical practitioner. But the logical basis of such a relationship of custody presupposes that the fetus whose rights are ‘guarded’ can in principle be the subject of such rights, and as we shall see in the next section, this is a highly contested assumption.

So let us reflect on the proposition that the parents are the direct claimants of the right to have their fetus/child diagnosed. The obvious, though by no means trivial, justification for ascribing this right to the parents is that they are the creators of the child. It is their business in the deep sense to control not only the conception, gestation and birth of the child, but to guarantee that they ‘get’ a healthy child. Most people recognize the wish to produce a healthy child as a legitimate concern of the parents, who are not only the chief beneficiaries of the act of procreation but also the responsible parties for the outcome. The persons who are going to carry the burden of raising a handicapped child have the right either to prevent the birth of the child or at least prepare themselves for the difficulties involved. Once parenthood is regarded as an autonomous decision of responsible couples (rather than a religious duty or a natural force majeure), the right of parents to prenatal diagnosis cannot be treated as a manifestation of crude consumerism.

Furthermore, the parents are not merely the closest party to the subject of the medical intervention: they are in an important sense its subject. Prenatal diagnosis is applied to a zygote, or to a pre-embryo, which consists of genetic material from both parents, material which strictly speaking ‘belongs’ to them. Moreover, the emerging embryo is at least initially part of the body of the mother carrying it, a tissue in her body. So there is a medical and even a metaphysical sense in which it is the parents, no less than the embryo, who are the subject of the diagnosis, and consequently the subject of the right to have or to refuse to have it. The clearest cases illustrating this point of view are genetic counselling and examinations performed before conception, but early detection of possible diseases by means of chromosomal analysis and genetic probes should be equally treated as applied (also) to the parents.

It is, therefore, almost universally agreed that prenatal diagnosis and the treatment following it cannot be exercised against the will of the parents. But, as we shall see, there may be competing rights and interests of other parties – mainly the future child and society – which could come into conflict with the parents’ wishes. Our liberal ethos typically gives priority to the parents’ rights, since they are actual rather than potential beings, since they are identifiable individuals rather than vaguely defined collective entities, and since their choice as actual individuals is protected by the principle of privacy which gives priority to individual will over competing social or abstract values. However, the interests of the future child (which will be discussed in the next section) and those of society (which will be discussed in the sequel) challenge this priority, in the name of the individual (liberal) rights of the fetus and in the name of allegedly weightier social interests.

2. The contested view: fetal rights?

Can a child sue its parents or its doctor for having failed to diagnose a disease which makes its life miserable? This is the subject of the well-known ‘wrongful life’ cases, which have plagued the legal systems of many western countries in the past thirty
years. The most difficult cases concern ‘pre-conception' diagnosis, namely negligent genetic screening or counselling which leads to the conception and birth of a handicapped child which otherwise would not have been conceived at all (1). But here we are concerned with prenatal diagnosis, that is, the alleged right of the child already conceived to be screened and tested for diseases such as Tay-Sachs, which would make its life not worth living. In this view, early detection of serious diseases is treated as something which is owed to the child. The assumption in all these cases is that positive results of the relevant medical or genetic test would lead to abortion, i.e. to the non-existence of the subject of the right. But this claim is based on the striking argument that people have among their rights also the right not to come into existence, not, in certain circumstances, to be born.

Unlike the right of parents to have their child aborted, which is conceptually coherent though morally controversial, the right of a fetus not to evolve into a full human being is logically disputable. For, if the fetus is a person having moral standing, then it is not clear what could be meant by the right not to be born, not to come into existence (2). And if it is not a person, how can it have any rights? The remaining alternative is to view the fetus’s right as a right to early euthanasia. However, this suggestion is highly artificial, since euthanasia is usually recognized as the right of people expressing an explicit wish to die, and the rare cases in which euthanasia is applied to unconscious patients in a vegetative state are not justified in terms of ‘rights'.

To highlight the absurdity of prenatal diagnosis as a fetal right, take the standard in vitro fertilization (IVF) practice in which seven ova are fertilized. A few days later they are all carefully examined and only three healthy-looking ones are selected for implantation in the mother’s uterus. Can we seriously say that by diagnosing the defective embryos we respect their right not to exist, to be discarded? Or, alternatively, do all the seven have the right to be ‘diagnosed’ so as to avoid later wrongful life claims? A child cannot complain of having been born deaf to a mother who was suffering from German measles, since had the mother waited and conceived only after recuperating from her disease, it would have been another child which would have been created (3).

But of course there are cases of prenatal diagnosis in which the aim is not the abortion of the positively diagnosed fetus but certain curative or corrective measures which could lead to the better health of the future child. Can the fetus in those cases be said to hold a right to the relevant test or genetic probe? Even these cases are not as clear as they might look at first sight. Indeed, if by chromosomal analysis the defective gene responsible for a syndrome such as spina bifida can be identified and removed without leading to the death of the embryo, it seems that not only is it the duty of the doctor to do this, but it may be viewed as the right of the developing child (4). No doubt it would make sense to allow legal standing to the child who would have the doctor for neglecting to apply such a procedure once the child was born with this serious handicap. The reasoning would be that the child could have been better off had the defective gene been removed.

But what about deeper genetic interventions which would mean a complete change in the subject's identity? Sex selection or the genetic control of sexual orientation, which may be called ‘identity-fixing properties' of the fetus, may serve us in our so far fictitious thought-experiment. Assuming that in a particular patriarchal society males are better off than females in their life prospects and that the sex of a child can not only be diagnosed but also decided early in pregnancy, do children have the right to be born male? The air of paradox characterizing this possibility is connected with the metaphysical fact that gender is constitutive of identity and hence cannot be ascribed to an identifiable subject as a right (5).

3. The Platonic view: the paternalistic rights of society

In his Republic Plato outlines in detail the method of procreation for the ‘guardians' as fully subordinated to social interests. Thus, the state is responsible not only for the education of children, but also for the process leading to their creation. By selective marriages the genetic health of the offspring is guaranteed, and the procreation of defective children is considered a violation against society (6). Although Plato’s political utopia is one of the most extreme formulations of the idea that society has sovereignty over human reproduction, there have been many ideologies, not necessarily totalitarian, which have granted the state a say in reproductive choices. My suggestion is that even from a liberal point of view society has a standing regarding the practice of prenatal diagnosis and the treatment following it.

First, it is a fundamental tenet in most systems of criminal law that society has ‘an interest' in the protection of the life of its citizens, that is, a paternalistic right to defend and enhance life independently of the interests and wishes of individuals. The restriction of abortion (and of course of suicide), the regulation of euthanasia (even the ‘voluntary' kind), are examples of the exercise of this state authority. Secondly, even in a typically liberal society the state may interfere with the actions of individuals if they have consequences which might be significantly costly to society. The birth of a child with Down’s syndrome or spina bifida puts a heavy burden on public resources in any welfare state and hence provides the state with grounds for regulating by direct and indirect means the medical practices which might reduce these costs. On this basis the state may be justified in financing amniocentesis and genetic
screening, and in principle in punishing or suing for damages in the case of negligence leading to the birth of defective children. The balance between the interests of society and the principle of individual privacy is shaky and contested (7), but it is hard to deny any right to society once the individual is granted certain rights to be assisted by social resources.

Furthermore, only within the political framework can the issues of demography, eugenics, or the proportion of men and women in the population be resolved (8). These are all problems which can be tackled collectively, that is by means of a social contract or the democratic process. The dangers of unco-ordinated individual choices on matters which decide the quality of life of future generations can only be checked by centrally regulated government action. In that respect, prenatal diagnosis and treatment will in the future become similar to immunization policies which are enforced by law in order to protect public interests. In another respect, economic constraints on the universal accessibility to prenatal diagnosis make it necessary for society to determine priorities (based on costs, on the severity of the disease, on the degree of risk to which the fetus and mother are exposed, the chances of therapy, etc) (9). Thus, the parental rights of individuals are inevitably constrained by the paternal rights of society (10).

4. The impersonal perspective: the irrelevance of rights

The last of the four options for dealing with the ethics of prenatal diagnosis completely denies the relevance of the discourse of rights. Essentially, the thesis is that the language of rights is inappropriate for dealing with the complex of issues regarding the morality of procreation, since rights can be ascribed only to actual individuals. As we have shown, the fetus is only a potential (rather than actual) individual human being, and society, though 'actual' is a collective entity rather than an individual. This leaves us with the parents, who indeed are actual individuals, but are only indirect beneficiaries of prenatal diagnosis. What is consequently called for is a radical conceptual shift, substituting the language of value for the language of rights.

This shift involves a deep philosophical issue relating to the nature of value: is 'good' necessarily related to human beings and the way their interests, rights, wishes and ideals are served; or is 'good' the property of the world, that is, independent of the will of actual human beings? The first view, which has been called 'person-affecting', holds that 'good' is always 'good for', whereas the second, impersonal view, holds that states of affairs can be said to be good tout court, as such. I cannot elaborate here on this abstract theoretical distinction, but will only add that the morality of procreation is exactly one of the decisive test-cases for the two theories of value. Both have their own attractions as well as their difficulties, arising out of the counter-intuitive implications of their consistent application (11).

The impersonal approach to prenatal diagnosis and treatment analyses the potential benefits versus the risks, both to the individual growing human being and to its parents and society, balancing them in an overall calculus attempt to reach a normative solution. Classical utilitarianism is the best-known moral theory based on this impersonal approach. But impersonal values can equally be of a non-utilitarian nature, for example, religious or aesthetic. The sum total of good in the world (whatever its nature) is the only guiding principle, and should override considerations of individual rights. Thus, particular choices regarding genetic screening, the selection of embryos for implantation, and abortion, as well as general policies regarding these issues should be governed by impersonal values. The wrongness of negligent prenatal diagnosis is, accordingly, not derived from the violation of the rights of any party, but from the intrinsic badness of the state of affairs created by it (12). Thus, the fact that the severely handicapped child does not as a matter of fact regret having been born does not mean that the medical negligence which led to the child's birth is not blameworthy or even punishable.

Conclusion: whose right? who is right?

The use of modern techniques for diagnosing homosexual tendencies in the fetus is a good example of the ethical dilemmas of prenatal diagnosis and the theoretical problems in their resolution. All the four options which have been sketched here play a role in the debate, which, though of only theoretical interest at this stage, may soon become practically relevant. Let us assume that sexual orientation can be diagnosed by amniocentesis early in gestation and changed by means of a single androgen injection administered during the critical stage of brain development. Should this be done at all? Should the diagnosis be made if it is known that the parents would abort the fetus in the case of a positive result (13)? And whose right is it? If homosexuality is a property which constitutes one's identity, it is doubtful that any homosexual can seriously want to have been born heterosexual, for this would mean that he or she would have been a different person. And if it is not an identity-fixing property, then one could say that one would have been better off with another sexual preference. But does this mean that people have a right to have their genetic make-up changed accordingly? First, it is not clear that we have a basis for claiming that homosexuality is a tendency which is objectively inferior to heterosexuality; and secondly, even if it were so, it is not clear that people have a sweeping right to any property which would make them better off.
Parents, of course, may want to decide the sexual orientation of their offspring (14). Do they have the right to do so? On the one hand, having control of the very conception of the child and over much of its identity, there seems to be no reason that sexual tendency should not be included in the scope of parental power. But some people feel that even if fetuses’ rights cannot constrain parental rights, there are other grounds for the prohibition on parents’ intervention in the natural process of human reproduction. This is the famous argument against ‘playing God’. It appeals to the impersonal value of leaving natural processes either completely beyond human interference or at least beyond medical intervention in cases which are not clearly ‘pathological’. Most medical practitioners and geneticists seem to hold some version of the latter option, though formulating the criteria for pathology is notoriously difficult.

From society’s point of view the prevention of homosexuality may be considered in either positive or negative terms. On the one hand, homosexuality could reduce fertility in a society which is badly in need of population growth. On the other hand, active steps to reduce the number of homosexuals may be seen as a threat to the status and prospects of the existing homosexual community, which deserves respect from society (15). Finally, from an impersonal perspective, homosexuality may be treated either as a sin against God, a deviation, a pathology, whose eradication must be welcome, or alternatively as an intrinsically worthy way of life, enriching cultural and social forms, and hence its elimination as a loss ‘to the world’.

Who is right? My own view, which I have tried to defend in detail elsewhere (1), is that the person-affecting theory of value is superior to its impersonal rival, and hence that the fourth option should be ignored. Within the three remaining alternatives, the rights of the fetus seem to be the most problematic, logically speaking, since it is merely a potential being or at most an emerging person. We should, therefore, negotiate carefully between the rights of the parents and those of society. The closer we are to a liberal conception, the wider will be the freedom of the parents in exercising their rights to decide the nature of their child, even against conflicting social interests. The more we approach a monolithic view of what is good for people, the wider the sphere of the right of society to impose that view on individual members. This balancing of individual preferences and social goals is a never-ending enterprise, in which both scientific and normative considerations lead to ever-changing solutions.
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